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1. Introduction  
 
PMR Leisure was approached by Douglas Brown, Bothwell Community Council, to 
submit a proposal for a Feasibility Study for Wooddean Park in July 2012. 
 
In November 2014 PMR Leisure were approached for an interview as the Community 
Council  had secured funding from Awards for All and Paterson’s of Greenoakhill Ltd to 
enable them to take the Study forward.  
 
Bothwell Community Council have the aspiration to revitalise what is seen as one of the 
remaining large greenspace park areas in Bothwell. They wish to ensure its future for the 
community by taking the lead to gain community views and aspirations, to hopefully 
provide a dynamic greenspace resource for the community. 
 
In 2012 the Community Council had undertaken a survey asking the community their 
views on community needs and there appeared to be a demand for quality sports and 
leisure facilities. However, the most important element of the study brief was for the 
consultants to engage with the community across all generations and gain a consensus 
of how best to improve the use of the Park long term. 
 
The Community Council understand that the Park has suffered from lack of maintenance 
and investment over the years apart from occasional grass cutting and therefore 
recognise any proposals coming forward will require substantial funding (and therefore 
timeline implication) to bring them to fruition. 
 
The project has the support of South Lanarkshire Council (SLC) who recognise the 
ambitions of the Community Council in its efforts to improve the Park. However, from the 
outset the Council indicated that they currently do not have the Park in any Capital 
Programme. They are keen to work with and see the outcome of the project study and 
support the community in their aspiration to achieve a better park environment for the 
community.  
 
It has been suggested that, should planning permission be granted, Wooddean park 
might benefit form planning gain in respect of future development projects proposed at 
Bothewell Bank farm and NHS Kirlands  
 
. 
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2. Background to Wooddean Park  
 
Wooddean Park is the largest park in the village situated at the end of Old Blantyre Road 
near the Clyde Walkway and suspension bridge to Blantyre and the David Livingston 
Memorial. It has little in the way of play equipment, a poor grass marked football pitch, a 
fenced off old changing portakabin, undulating ground leading to a wooded and wetland 
area. The eastern and southern boundaries of the park are bounded by residential 
properties. The site totals approximately 3.28 Ha. 
 
The Park is currently managed by South Lanarkshire Leisure (SLL) for hire of the pitch. If 
a group has booked the pitch they collect the keys from Hamilton Palace for the 
changing pavilion. There is no management on site which leads to groups playing 
football without booking the pitch. It is believed that the pitch has not been booked out 
on any form of regular basis over the last few years. 
 
The maintenance of the Park is undertaken by the Facilities, Waste and Ground 
Services Department of South Lanarkshire Council (SLC). At this time it was difficult to 
obtain costs associated with maintaining the Park as it is calculated on a per acre cutting 
cost for the whole of the grounds maintenance for the Council and not individually 
allocated by site. 
 
The Park is recognised as having a formal football pitch in it and has currently 2 fixed 
goal posts on the top level area. There are steep slopes on the edge of the pitch which 
provide no ball containment during play. This football pitch is recognised in the South 
Lanarkshire Council’s Pitches Strategy. It is not currently a priority to be  upgraded in the 
Strategy and is recognised as a pitch lacking any engineering or drainage. However, it is 
safe guarded for sport along with it featuring as a designated zoned area for recreational 
use in the Local Plan.  
 

 
 
 
The pitch has also been allocated in recent years to Bothwell Primary School as their 
main grass pitch area. However, the pitch is not used by the Primary School due to its 
poor drainage condition. 
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The pavilion is a metal portakabin with 2 changing rooms,  2 showers and 1 toilet in 
each, along with a central referee’s shower/changing/attendants office. The changing 
rooms are in poor condition and the surrounding security fence, whilst serving to protect 
the building from damage and graffiti,  stands out as an eye sore at the top of the Park.  
 
 

 
 
 
The lower areas of the Park provide an irregular shaped open greenspace which is used 
for open play by young people but does feature a small very poor and old fixed area of 
children’s play equipment. The open area leads to a wooded and considerably, 
overgrown wet area which has formed through poor drainage in the Park and from the 
upper levels of roads around the Park, into now what is a mature pond/wetland area.  
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The nature of the Park provides character and potential opportunity for it to become a 
diverse and dynamic space for the whole community. However, to achieve this it will  
require the community to take the responsibility and make a long term commitment to 
bringing the Park to its full potential.  
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Wooddean Park existing site layout 
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3. Bothwell and Context for the Project  
 
Bothwell is a small town adjacent to Uddingston 9 miles South East of Glasgow. It is 
a prosperous village with conservation status which makes it an attractive place to 
live. 
 
Bothwell in recent years has seen a considerable increase in housing and flat 
development reflecting its attraction and environment along with its proximity to good 
communication  links to Glasgow and Edinburgh.  
 
Bothwell has a population of 6,458 (Scotland Census 2011) and is served by two 
Primary Schools; Bothwell Primary School and St.Bride's School as well as for pre- 
school children, Bothwell Montessori Nursery School. The children from Bothwell 
travel to Uddingston Grammar School and Holy Cross High School Secondary 
Schools after leaving Primary School.  
 
The demographic profile of Bothwell mirrors that across South Lanarkshire with 19% 
of the population under 16, 62.29% in the ages of 16-59 and 20.12% of the 
population over 60. Where the demographics change is when we look at 
employment. Within the employed population of Bothwell 10.3% are self employed 
compared to 7% across the wider authority area. There is a higher average working 
week for those in full time employment living in Bothwell than elsewhere in South 
Lanarkshire  - with 10.8% compared to 4.3 % working over 49 hours a week . This 
may be as a result of occupation groups showing marked differences with those in 
the managers and senior official’s category being 15% compared to 8.6% and 
professional occupations showing 23% compared to 15.6% for the rest of South 
Lanarkshire. 
 
The implication of these employment statistics could suggest that whilst there is  high 
employment and an economically active community it does potentially impact on the 
availability and ability for residents to become involved in local community 
volunteering projects. Through the research and consultation this has been clearly 
reflected as there are a much higher number of community groups for retired people 
than there are opportunities for younger people in the community. The groups that do 
exist are managed by retired people and attract other retired people to become 
involved. Due to a high working population and longer working hours many parents of 
young people are restricted in their volunteering time to get involved in traditional 
sporting or youth activities. 
 
The village has very active church groups providing facilities for and activities for the 
community and are located in the heart of the village which has a busy environment. 
The local Library is also situated on the Main Street and is a focal point for the 
village. However, we are aware that the Library is likely to have reduced opening 
hours in the future due to a change in usage patterns affecting its viability as a 
service.   
 
Whilst appearing to be a leafy environment, on closer examination one recognises 
that there is very little open park environment for active recreation and play. Bothwell 
does have greenspace areas Bothwell Wood, Bothwell Castle Golf Course, Clyde 
Valley Walkway and the Nature Trail. However, none of these provides a destination 
for younger people or older people to enjoy for active or passive recreation, rather an 
opportunity to use these networks for walking routes from one place to another. 
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As Bothwell continues to see its open spaces squeezed for development it has 
become more important for the community to protect and enhance those small 
pockets of greenspace across the village. 
 
In 2000 Brighter Bothwell was formed as a community led organisation of volunteers 
who set out to keep Bothwell green and improve the overall environment of the 
village. This Group has over the years developed greenspaces such as the Jubillee 
Garden, Sensory Garden and opened up and created a nature trail from one side of 
the village to the other along the former railway line, providing a safe route for many 
younger and older people.  
 
A further example of their commitment was the completion of the Gilchrist Garden on 
Green Street, providing a tranquill place to sit close to the centre of the village. The 
schools became very involved with this project through the support of the active 
volunteers.  
 
Brighter Bothwell has become a central organisation who have supported and 
encouraged other projects in the village. 
 
Two particularly successful projects have been the Bothwell Community Garden 
which, through active volunteers, developed a piece of land adjacent to Bothwell 
Primary School into an organic raised bed garden for people of all ages and abilities 
to grow organic vegetables. Over 60 people have a raised bed including the Primary 
Schools.  
 
A further project has been the success of the Bothwell Scarecrow Festival which 
started in 2011. The Bothwell community came together to organise the Festival, 
initially intended as an event organised by the residents for the community. It quickly 
became an event that drew attention from far and wide.  The festival is held in early 
September, and the Scarecrows start to make their appearance in the Main Street 
and in gardens of homes throughout the village. This event has previously had its 
major activities based at Wooddean Park.  
 
 

 
 
 
Wooddean Park is the largest park in the village and has been neglected for many 
years and yet is seen as an important resource for the community. Focus is now 
returning to the Park as a large project for the community to embark on.  
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4. Consultation and community engagement 
 
To help shape the future of Wooddean Park it has been imperative to allow this to be 
led by those living in Bothwell. The process of community engagement has managed 
to achieve a wide variety of views and comments from across the community and all 
age groups.  
 
As with any development of a park in any community, one of the best ways to 
engage young people is to allow them to express their views and thoughts through 
practical workshops and expression through self design.  
 
The consultation process brought together the adult community, through individual 
and group meetings and the young people through expressive design workshops. 
Added to this process was consultation with a variety of Local Authority Officers and 
Members. This rounded consultation has enabled an exciting design brief to come 
forward for the Park. 
 
Bothwell has many adult based community organisations but very few youth 
organisations. It has therefore been quite difficult to gain the overriding views of the 
teenage population in Bothwell as they are active at school outwith Bothwell and it is 
commented on that they often spend their social time either at home, in Hamilton or 
Uddingston. There are no formal youth sporting organisations based in Bothwell who 
may have an interest in directly using the Park. Not withstanding this we have 
endeavoured to meet with a couple of organisations based in Bothwell which young 
people belong to and gained their views. We have however, had extensive 
consultation with young people at primary school age in and out of the school setting, 
who are the group that very much see a local park as an important part of their social 
environment. 
 
The community consultation process engaged with the following organisations, who  
have actively become involved putting forward their ideas, thoughts and ambitions for 
the Park’s future.  
 
 
Community Organisations 
 
Brighter Bothwell has an active Committee with over 50 volunteers who have a keen 
interest in ensuring the environment of Bothwell is the best it can be for all who live in 
the community. On meeting with 4 of the Committee it was clear there was huge 
interest in the Park and this project and supporting the Community Council to bring 
the Park back to being a central focus for the village.  
 
Having developed the nature trail which leads to the Park, they  see the potential for 
the Park to become a ‘hub’ of activity for all ages. They liked the diversity of the Park 
and recognised its potential to mix sport, natural play, positive wellbeing and quiet 
contemplation areas, wildlife and all age physical enjoyment.  
 
On discussing the Park and its significance in Bothwell, it was recognised that the 
Park could play a key role in joining up many of the walking and cycling loops which 
already exist, and have future potential to be developed through the Core Paths 
Network and the Clyde Walkway. They were very keen for the Park to be a real focus 
in joining up other strategic path networks in the area.  
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In respect of the Park they recognise the natural free play experience the Park offers 
young people and wish to see this retained (particularly the sledging opportunities it 
offers in the winter) and enhanced.  
 
The group wish to see the opportunity for young people to enjoy physical recreation 
and recognise the need for major drainage improvements across the whole Park.  
 
They were keen to see the top football pitch improved and retained for the Primary 
School. It is allocated as their grass pitch space. They feel that it is important that the 
school start providing evening/weekend access to the MUGA facility for young people 
as it would be inappropriate to create a  fenced pitch at the Park when one exists 
around the corner. 
 
They felt that the village and young people would benefit from facilities such as a 
challenging cycle path as they recognised the local paths were all very flat and the 
young people required something more challenging.  
 
In respect of play equipment they very much liked the approach at New Lanark and 
wished to see a similar, but obviously smaller natural wood approach to adventure 
and children’s play. They would like to see an opportunity for adults and children 
enjoy the play equipment together. 
 
Having undertaken projects previously they understand the difficulty around 
maintenance costs and therefore recognised the need for a robust plan which was 
low in maintenance and therefore could be achieved and sustained long term. They 
felt that the wetland area could, with some improved management, be retained as a 
positive, low maintenance attraction within the Park and provide a good resource for 
the Primary Schools and community to enjoy. 
 
Whilst dog walking is a frequent past time and causes its own challenges for the 
Brighter Bothwell Group the Wooddean Park did not have a major dog fouling 
problem. They suggested though that maybe some form of dog zone might be a 
positive feature for the Park. 
 
In conclusion, Brighter Bothwell is hugely supportive of this positive intervention for 
Wooddean and hoped that the Community Council, with their and the wider 
community support, could make a huge difference to the Park in the future. 
 
 
Bothwell Community Garden was set up by a Group of local volunteers as an 
extension to the work of Brighter Bothwell. The success of the Community Garden, 
with more than 60 raised beds catering for older and young members of the 
community, has become a dynamic and welcome addition to the community, 
providing a modern approach to the tradition of allotments. The concept of raised 
beds has overcome the poor ground conditioins but has also allowed the 
opportunbity for a fully inclusive environment to be created and enjoyed.  
 
The success of this project which has been funded through the Climate Challenge 
Fund is one which also involves its neighbouring Primary School and St Brides in the 
Woodlands area, providing an opportunity for a new generation of young growers.  
 
On meeting with Susan Fotheringham it was clear that there is a major commitment 
to community volunteer team work, evidenced not only by the Community Garden but 
also the development of the Gilchrist Garden and the Nature Walk.  
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Wooddean Park is seen to be the biggest asset and prize for all in the community 
and has the potential to provide a community space which will be the envy of many 
and one that many will aspire to replicate. Her view is it should be cutting edge 
design, sustainable, green and achievable. It is essential that it should provide a 
range of features that improve health and wellbeing and meet the needs of all ages 
and abilities.  It should provide for open air events, community and family gatherings 
of all kinds, winter sledging, Easter egg rolling to the Scarecrow Festival Fun Day. 
 
 
Bothwell Historical Society was established in 2011 by a group of volunteers with a 
keen interest in the village and its historical and conservation status. The Group work 
with the local schools providing interesting and informative talks bringing  Bothwell to 
life for them.  
 
In discussing Wooddean Park with Bill Gow and Jack Gallacher they felt that as a 
Park it had been forgotten and yet it was one of the only greenspaces left in the 
village for young people and adults to enjoy. They were concerned that if Wooddean  
did not become a focus for attention and improvement it could be targeted as an 
opportunity by developers. 
 
There have been recent approaches for other key pieces of land in Bothwell  
including the Covenanters’ Field, which has now been withdrawn. However, with the 
new housing development proposed at Bothwell bank adjacent to Wooddean Park, 
they feel that the demand for housing will not decrease and therefore Wooddean 
needs to protect itself as an import part of Bothwell’s community heritage.  
 
 
Bothwell Amateur FC was consulted to try and establish the level of football played in 
Bothwell. On meeting with Tommy Crossan it was clear there was an ambition for the 
Amateurs to be able to play in Bothwell as they currently play and train in Hamilton. 
The team used to play at Appledore Recreation Ground but this has poor drainage 
and there had been a recent addition of smaller goal posts across the Park, 
rendering it unusable for matches. 
 
Tommy was keen to see the improved drainage at Wooddean Park which would 
enable them to play matches, or at least train there, in the early part of the season, 
before it gets too dark. He felt that there was no opportunity for young people to 
come and support a local football team and become involved with a potential 
Bothwell  Youth FC. He recognised young people go to Blantyre or Hamilton to 
community clubs, but would like to see, and get involved with developing, a youth 
football club in Bothwell, but to do that there would need to be better drained pitches 
and improved changing at Wooddean. There is an active veteran’s football team who 
play International matches, who have expressed support for improvements to the 
pitch. They play a match each year against the French team who are visiting as part 
of Bothell’s twin town celebrations. 
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Younger generation 
 
Our approach to ascertain the views of the younger generation was twofold: 
 

• Undertaking workshop sessions with youngsters from the Primary Schools 
and the After School Care where the young people expressed their thoughts 
and views through enjoying time to design their ultimate park. 

• Meeting with youngsters in the evening in their youth association setting. 
Discussing with them their ideas and potential use of the Park. 

 
 
Young Peoples Workshops 
 
We undertook 3 separate workshops with children from St Brides Primary School, 
Bothwell Primary School and Bothwell Out of School Care. The youngsters ranged 
from P1 to P7 and provided a dynamic approach to Wooddean Park. From those that 
took part in the workshops (who totalled over 70) most of them had visited the Park 
and knew of it particularly as it was the best sledging venue in Bothwell. However, 
not many were aware that it was called Wooddean Park. Apart from sledging they 
used it to ride their bikes as it had good hills, kick a football about or to play on the 
grass on the lower slopes.  
 
There was an agreement across all of the children that the play equipment was very 
poor and that there were better play parks that they had visited with their families on 
holidays or on day trips. One park that many children mentioned was New Lanark 
and its new play environment. They liked it because it was made of wood and quite 
challenging. 
 
The overall common themes that came from the children were: 
 

• Keep the football pitch “ but please make it less soggy, and give us new 
football nets” 

• New adventure wooden play equipment, with a zip wire and a slide from the 
top level at the  football pitch to the lower level.  

• Somewhere with good paths to ride bikes over jumps and bumps, as at the 
moment they just go over the grass from the top pitch.  

• Keep the pond area and trees, as they liked the natural feel to the Park. Add 
a board walk across the pond. 

• Link this Park to other bike trails across Bothwell, “so it’s safe for us to ride 
our bikes from Woodlands and end up with a good bike track in the Park”. 

• Somewhere to have a picnic and be with our families at the weekend with 
benches and seats. 

• Good adventures play equipment along with separate smaller play for their 
smaller brothers and sisters. 

• Tree houses or wooden play houses. 

• Spider web and monkey bars were asked for by many children. 

• Skate Park. 

• Sand pit. 

• Café and ice cream van. 
 

A collection of photographs on the following pages shows the work of the 3 groups 
and some finalised layouts they designed. We would suggest these designs are 
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displayed in the Library as part of further consultation process  as the project 
develops. 
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Along with working with the young people we gained the views of the Head Teachers 
and Manager of the Out of School Care.  
 
St Brides Head Teacher, Denise Pacitti,  was keen to become very involved with the 
development at Wooddean and saw it very much as a major opportunity to improve 
the only major play park for the young children of Bothwell. In recent times parents of 
under 5’ had come together and developed Green Street as a pre-school play 
environment, but she recognised that this was not appropriate for those much older 
than 5 or 6.  
 
Denise was very keen to see the Park provide a resource on 3 levels: 
 

• Firstly, to provide quality formal sports /play surfacing for the youngsters to 
use as part of the curriculum , as the football pitch is so poorly drained they 
have stopped using it for sports or activity days. If it was improved the school 
would use it much more for sporting activity. 

• Secondly, she felt there was a need for high quality play environment and she 
felt there was an opportunity to bring to the Park facilities such as a bike track 
which was undulating as Bothwell was very flat and this would provide the 
children with a challenging safe biking experience for school activities and out 
of school fun. 

• Thirdly, the Park provides a great opportunity for environmental and wildlife 
learning and becoming involved with a planned programme to improve the 
pond and wetland areas could be a great project for the school. 

 
The school currently works with the volunteers at Brighter Bothwell and the 
Scarecrow Festival and she sees this as a further opportunity for her youngsters and 
her parents, to get involved. 
 
Currently the school provides a large variety of after school activities but many 
children, as they get older, need to leave Bothwell for their social and sporting activity 
and she felt the Park could play a key role in providing a vital social and active 
environment for young people in the village. 
 
Moving forward with the project she suggested that the Parent Council and PTA were 
asked to get involved. 
 
 
Bothwell Primary School has a new Head Teacher, Paula Ross. Paula was keen for 
the whole school to have an input into the workshop session so she had used time in 
class, prior to our visit, to ask for ideas for Wooddean. A key feature that came 
forward from her wider conversations was the importance of the natural play for 
sledging and biking and having a good football pitch. 
 
The Parent Council have very much encouraged her to work within the community 
and, over the last year, this has been one of her priorities. Although she knew where 
Wooddean Park was, she didn’t realise the football pitch was in fact allocated for her 
use by South Lanarkshire Council this had been allocated following  the change of 
use of the land next door to the school for the Community Garden. The Community 
Garden land had previously been a very poorly drained formal football pitch that was  
not a fit for purpose resource for the school. 
 
The school do have their own MUGA facility which is adjacent to the road entrance to 
the school, to enable it to be used by the  community  without impacting on the 
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school and its security. Paula felt that the surface of the MUGA was poor and did not 
attract much of a demand for community use, but if it was a synthetic turf surface, 
she felt it would be much more popular.  
 
Paula was keen to involve the school in the project as it moved forward, she saw the 
potential for curriculum use of the wetland area as she currently uses the woodland 
adjacent to the school for environmental and outdoor learning.  
 
 
The owner of Bothwell Out of School Care, (based in the Parish Church Centre and 
Community Hall), Laurene McVay, was very keen to support the project at 
Wooddean, even though she admitted they didn’t use it with the after school care. As 
a parent who lives locally she was aware of the importance of the Park for the young 
people and did feel it could become a much improved resource and dynamic 
environment, providing for a variety of ages.  
 
Her concern regarding the young people in Bothwell was that there was very little 
free external community resource for them and therefore many of them played at 
home, rather than riding their bikes and playing in the Park. Many youngsters were 
engaged in formal club based activities, most of which take place out with Bothwell 
and rely on parents with transport. 
 
She felt that the focus of improvement at Wooddean could be truly inclusive and 
cross generational and was a project  she was very keen for the after school care to 
be involved with. She currently caters for over 80 young people in her service 
through Breakfast Clubs, after school care and full time holiday cover. 
 
Laurene felt that Wooddean Park needed to become a focus for the community and 
those improvements to the changing rooms and creating a new community hub 
aspiration for the community to aim for.  Having activity in the Park would help 
alleviate any anti social behaviour and having a well  used Park and a new sense of 
ownership would be a natural deterrent to this.  
 
 
Bothwell Scouts and Explorer Scouts welcomed the opportunity to engage in this 
consultation and it provided an opportunity to meet with older teenagers along with 
young scouts.  
 
The base for the scouts is a newly refurbished building at the end of Clyde Terrace at 
the south west corner of the Park. The building and land have been owned by the 
Bothwell Scout Group since 1971 and the hall is  available to any organisation in the 
community to hire for regular indoor activity and events. The Beavers, Cubs and 
Scouts use it 3 nights a week, providing opportunities at other times for other 
organisations to enjoy the large indoor community space. 
 
On listening to the teenagers, the Park did not hold much of a focus for them, they 
had in their younger years used it for sledging. They didn’t use it for their Explorer 
Scouting activities, Bothwell Woods are more appropriate for the outdoor activity 
work they undertook. They did, however see the potential for use if a challenging bike 
track or trail was developed in the Park. 
 
 
The younger scouts used the Park for camping as part of their scouting activity and 
have used it for outdoor games. The boys wanted to see adventure play equipment 
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such as zip lines and bike tracks, and the football pitch to become much drier, so 
they could use it all the time.  
 
One of the scout leaders commented on how important the linking of the bike and 
walking trails were around Hamilton, Uddingston and Bothwell area was  and how the 
section through the Park was in very poor condition for a right of way. He felt that the 
Park had an opportunity to be a destination for bike riders through good sign posting 
and improvements attracting you to the Park.  
 
 
The Active School Coordinator, Bridget Mathieson-McGlaughlin, supported both 
Primary Schools in Bothwell and the Catholic school cluster, which includes Holy 
Cross High School amongst her 9 schools. The schools in Bothwell are very 
proactive in after school extra curricular activities and have linked in very well with 
clubs in Uddingston and Hamilton. The schools have a lot happening on site as there 
is recognition that there aren’t many facilities in Bothwell itself and therefore children 
have to travel to clubs and facilities. She felt the schools were very committed to the 
Active Schools Programme and engaging as much as they could.  
 
She was aware that Wooddean was to become part of the Community Sports Hub 
with the Uddingston, Bothwell Hub, but this never materialised. She felt that 
Wooddean had the potential to contribute very much to the health and well being and 
physical activity for the young people of Bothwell. To create a useable football pitch 
for school sports and other activities would certainly make a huge difference to the 
community. 
 
 
Residents  
 
At the outset of the consultation process all neighbours to the Park were written to by 
the Community Council informing them of the study and inviting them to comment to 
the Consultants directly. 9 residents got in touch and expressed their individual views 
regarding future potential developments at Wooddean.  
 
There was a common theme amongst the residents regarding the essential need to 
see the drainage in the Park improved, which restricts the usability of the Park by 
young people and the older generation. They believe the Council has under invested 
in  play provision and that this has led to increasing anti social behaviour and older 
youths using the Park as a meeting place for drinking in the summer months. They 
believe investment and structured, planned improvements, with the whole community 
involved would have a positive impact on decreasing this behaviour.  
 
Many wanted to see proper paths throughout the Park and cycle tracks to stop 
people riding bikes all over the grass areas. Access points and the use of the gap on 
Clyde Terrace as a new entrance to the Park were suggested. There was an 
overriding statement by the majority of people to keep the natural, rural environment 
in tact which they believe will be even more important to retain if  the current open 
‘vista’ of the Park to the river  becomes blocked off by the proposed residential  
development.  
 
As with other consultees in this process the importance of protecting the wildlife was 
highlighted as the wetland are will become a safe haven for many species. 
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South Lanarkshire Council 
 
It was important to gain the views of the local Councillors and the 3 ward Councillors 
were invited to meet with the Consultants. Cllr Maureen Devlin and Cllr Anne Kegg 
discussed their views on the Park and expressed their delight that the Community 
Council has taken the lead to instigate this study into improving the potential of 
Wooddean Park.  
 
Cllr Devlin had lived in Bothwell all her life and had experienced the growth of 
housing taking away many greenspaces throughout the village over the years. 
Wooddean Park was previously developed and maintained by Hamilton District 
Council prior to it now being maintained through SLC. She felt there was little 
investment going towards the Park and whilst there were serious budget constraints 
in the current climate, she very much felt that there were major opportunities through 
planning gain from housing developments proposed throughout the village. Both she 
and Cllr Kegg felt it was their role to pursue these opportunities on behalf of the 
community. 
 
In respect of facilities for the new Park they wish to see the football pitch improved 
and usable, well constructed paths for walking, wheelchairs, bikes and buggies along 
with play facilities and potentially a green gym, to support the ever growing older 
generation moving into Bothwell. 
 
They were both very supportive of the project and appreciated it would take time to 
fully develop its potential, but felt a phased plan would be one that could be achieved 
through external funding alongside planning gain. 
 
It was important to gain the views of a variety of key Officers in the Council who had 
some role or responsibility for the potential developments that may occur in the Park. 
The key Department for this project is Community & Enterprise Resources. 
Operations Manager David Booth, and his colleague Cameron Barr, were very keen 
to hear the comments that had come forward from the community and whilst this 
project doesn’t sit within any Capital Programme recognised that Bothwell had 
previously, through voluntary effort, succeeded in improving their greenspaces.  
 
They were keen to see what could be done as the Park has a formal football pitch at 
one end with a wetland area and undulating open space at the other. They felt it was 
very much a ‘park’ rather than a sports pitch environment and were keen to see it 
reach its potential. They recognised its importance to the village, even more so taking 
into account of the housing development along the riverside. Whilst they did not see 
that the Park was any more than a local park, they did believe it could be a local 
destination for those using the Clyde Walkway or those visiting the David Livingston 
Centre. As has been seen in New Lanark, quality park improvements using natural 
wood play equipment, and improvements to the biodiversity areas through good land 
management and improvements to drainage could transform the Park. They 
appreciated that the key to improving the Park was drainage from the top football 
pitch, directing water to the pond areas which would dry out  and improve the  lower 
levels creating a more usable space. However,they are aware that this comes at a 
considerable cost but recognise it would have to be done to make it worth investing 
in expensive play equipment or formal footpaths.  
 
The pitch is recognised within the Council’s Pitches Strategy, but is graded at the 
lowest level. The lack of football activity in Bothwell or a local club would not make 
this a priority for sportscotland to support. sportscotland whilst keen to see improved 
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grass pitches throughout Scotland, set a priority for investment where pitches have 
existing clubs infrastructure. David and Cameron felt there was an opportunity for the 
Park to become a ‘hub’ of play and cycling activity as part of the linked Clyde Valley 
Walkway and the Core Paths Network. Also, with the major developments at the 
David Livingston Centre adjacent to the Park across the bridge they did feel that 
through joint marketing and promotion, visitors to the David Livingston Centre could 
be encouraged to use the Park as an extension to their visit and walk into Bothwell 
village Main Street for refreshments. 
 
They suggested as the project progressed to the next stage that the National Trust 
was consulted to formalise connections between both projects. 
 
They gave strong advice on being aware of the ongoing maintenance cost to any 
community organisation who takes on such a park project. Sustainability of 
equipment should be a key feature in how the Park is designed. Use of natural 
resources such as stone and wood were encouraged.  
 
 
Countryside and Greenspace Manager, Malcolm Muir provided a wider greenspace 
context across South Lanarkshire and admitted a project such as Wooddean does 
not sit as a priority in their current programme. He did, however, see the merit and 
recognise the commitment of volunteers in Bothwell and their previous track record 
with the Nature Trail, Community Garden and other small greenspace developments.  
 
On listening to the feedback from the community regarding the existing cycle/walking 
networks and the Park becoming a destination for a bike trail/track of some kind, he 
recognised that there were more opportunities than he first thought. Currently cyclists 
using Bothwell and Blantyre Woods (which are protected as a SSSI) are causing 
damage using the fallen trees for bike jumps etc and diverting this activity into 
Wooddean would be a very favourable solution.  
 
He did recognise that whilst Bothwell has a lot of greenspace including  the woodland 
and the Castle grounds, Wooddean was the only formal park which could provide 
quality sport, children’s play, trim trails and biodiversity areas in the village. He felt 
that Wooddean could raise its profile amongst local agencies involved with the Core 
Path Plan, the National Cycle Way, Lanarkshire Health and Greenspace projects as 
well as within across the Council, to help the community access wider potential 
funding to enhance it to  become a local ‘hub’ park and improve its quality and 
environment for the village.  
 
He suggested that the community needed to set up a driving Wooddean ‘Friends’ 
organisation who the Council and other agencies could offer support to and link them 
with other ‘Friends’ organisations such as the ‘Friends of Udstone and Glenlee 
Woods’ and the ‘Friends of Langlands Moss’. There is training and support for 
‘Friends’ groups through the Central Scotland Green Network.  
 
He also recommended that the project is taken forward in phases and areas of 
development and improvement identified which could go to different funders, who 
would be interested in supporting particular elements. He did agree that the major 
capital cost in improving Wooddean will be the initial cost to improve the drainage 
which will help to dry out and identify key areas of the Park for different activities.  
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Current Access Network across Bothwell & Blantyre, Wooddean is placed in the 
heart of the Network. 
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South Lanarkshire Leisure 
 
General Manager, Gerry Campbell and Ian Walker, Outdoor Recreation & Country 
Parks Manager were very positive about the study that the Community Council were 
undertaking and commended the approach being taken.  
 
In respect of their own management of the site, they directly manage the letting of the 
pitch and changing rooms which they admitted were very infrequently hired. They are 
managed from Hamilton Palace. They recognise that there is quite a lot of informal 
use of the pitch by youngsters rather than formal bookings.  
 
They explained the pitch was not on any Capital Programme and that the 
maintenance budget for the whole Park is likely to be at a decreasing level, along 
with the whole Authority, and be reduced to cutting the grass rather than support any 
planned improvement programme. They recognised the site to be very wet and the 
pitch has no engineered drainage so any surface water from the road above goes 
through the pitch to the lower levels of the Park.  
 
However, they viewed the Park as an important area for Bothwell village and 
recognised a series of drainage and development improvements responding to 
community needs could have a major positive impact on the Park. The Park sits as a 
potential ‘green hub’ and local destination, linking many of the local paths networks 
and with its adjacency to Bothwell Woods, gave it real possibilities.  
 
In respect of what they felt these improvements aught to be, the overriding message 
was one of sustainability and low maintenance. They felt the Park offered 
opportunities, through drainage improvements to create a fully usable Park to enjoy. 
Development of a path network and potential bike trails using the natural contours to 
create this, along with a quality natural children’s play environment, would bring the 
Park alive and become a central focus for the village. 
 
They recognised that Bothwell had already achieved positive greenspace projects 
through Brighter Bothwell and felt that the Community Council should form a similar 
‘Friends of the park’ organisation who could lead the project forward with Council 
support. They felt the ambitions should be to achieve a Green Flag for Wooddean 
Park.  
 
Following the meeting we were put in touch with the previous Landscape Architect for 
Hamilton District Council who explained the history of the Park. It had been a field 
forming  part of one of the Bothwell estates surrounded by trees. Between 1948 and 
1960 it became the Council’s property with the north end ground being levelled for 
the football pitch. She commented that in 2000 the play area was to be upgraded but, 
due to cut backs, this never happened. This suggests the play equipment is likely not 
to have been renewed for over 25 years. 
 
The Park therefore was not originally designed as a formal park, but has an area for 
a local park as the housing increased. This also explains the irregular  shape of the 
Park with the formal pitch at the top and the rest of the Park falling southwards 
through its natural and original contour.  
 
SLL wished to see the park to retain as an open greenspace and commented that if 
the demand came forward for an enclosed pitch space to play sport, the Community 
Council and wider community could ask the Council to open both of the school the 
School MUGA’s in the evenings. This is now Council Policy to allow free access to 
these facilities and it is why they have been designed as such in primary play 
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grounds to allow direct access to the facility with out compromising the school 
grounds or security.  
 
Gerry and Ian recognise that the changing facilities are poor and this was confirmed 
by gaining access to them. The safety fencing is very unsightly but has been a 
necessary addition to protect  from vandalism and graffiti. They recognise there is a 
need for toilets and electricity along with basic changing, if there is to be 
encouragement of increased use of the pitch and Park. However, in respect of an 
investment programme they did not see this as a priority in the first instance. They 
felt there was more opportunity through other initial improvements that would bring 
about more uses for the Park. 
 
Gerry and Ian offered their full support to the Community Council and wider 
community driving the project forward, and would facilitate bringing appropriate 
Council Officers together when required.  
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5. Benchmarking 
 
When any community looks to develop a community asset of any kind that they 
investigate similar projects elsewhere to help gain ideas and understand particularly 
costings and timelines which come into play on of volunteer led projects of this 
nature.  

 
Prior to the work being undertaken the Community Council visited several parks and 
spent time researching other park developments.  
 
They were particularly impressed by the work at New Lanark and Strathaven Park. 
Both of these parks are major destination parks and were designed as historic formal 
parks and have been redeveloped to recognise this.  
 
New Lanark has been mentioned by many youngsters and older people in the 
community for its imaginative use of children’s play and the natural environment.  

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      
 
 

 
 

       
 

     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The use of board walks is a feature that has been mentioned through the 
consultation for potential use in the wetland area, the south west corner of the Park. 
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Stepps, BlueBell Play Park This traditional wooded and poorly served play park was 
championed by local mums and older members of the community to transform  
BlueBell Park into a modern bright and community focused park environment. The 
Park has many natural wooded areas (hence BlueBell) which provide walks and 
seating for mums and older people alike. 
 

              
 Before            After 
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Aberfeldy Park- Friends of the Park, turned  a bland open space into a usable park 
environment to serve the whole town. Using slopes to bring imaginative play, and a  
naturally wet park, due to the proximity of the River Tay, the community use hard and 
soft landscaping to develop the best areas for investing in equipment. 
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Balmaha Play Landscape, near Stirling - using the natural environment to achieve 
a great environment for all ages. 
 

 
 
 

Examples of use of natural materials, contours and wetland areas  
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6. design Brief and Technical Assessment of the Park   
     
 
The consultations across the Bothwell community have brought about a consensus 
of opinion about the potential for Wooddean Park to become a significant community 
asset for the whole village to enjoy. 
 
The nature and shape of the Park is recognised to be an asset and opportunity to 
combine formal sport, children’s play, adult enjoyment and an appreciation of the 
biodiversity and natural environment of its setting.  
 
The community has influenced  the following brief which has been translated by the 
Scottish Agricultural College (SAC) into a design which we hope will satisfy the 
community at large and enable them to drive this project forward. 
 
The principals, from which the brief has developed, are as follows: 
 

• To develop a park that is attractive and inclusive for all ages. 

• To develop a park which reflects the natural contours and environment, that is 
its signature. 

• To not fence any areas of the park differentiating one area to another. 

• To retain the wetland areas and natural habitat. 

• To provide a park that can be used as a ‘hub’ for the community for events 
and regular enjoyment. 

• To retain the pitch area for physical activity and sport. 

• Ensure Wooddean Park plays its part as a local destination connecting all the 
existing and future trails and tracks in the area.  

• To engender a sense of ownership from the community. 

• To give a sense of place through entrance and signage. 

• To provide a park which can be sustained and easily maintained, ensuring its 
appeal and quality remains. 

• To provide a sense of the Parks edge, particularly defining the western edge 
of the Park through hedge improvements and fencing along the Core Path 
route. This edge of the Park will be the interface with th proposed housing  
development adjacent and needs to be clearly marked as the boundary to the 
Park. 

 
Taking these principals from the community and their ideas the following brief has 
been translated into a design which aims to achieve a park to be used and enjoyed 
by all ages all year round.  
 
 
Design Brief 
 

• Undertake major drainage works to the top pitch to enable drainage to be 
directed to the south west corner to the wetland area. This creates a  dry and 
useable platform from which to develop the whole Park. This work will 
achieve five clear outcomes: 

 
1. Provide a upper level platform for use for ball sports. 
2. Provide a platform dry enough for event use, stalls and marquees. 
3. Retain the opportunity of the natural amphitheatre. 
4. Direct water to the existing wetland area and allow for the creation 

of new pools, defining and developing a formal biodiversity area.  
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5. Provide a defined drier area on the flat part of the site to the south 
to be developed for a variety of activities. 

 
• Develop a network of paths through the Park from the north east corner to the 

south west corner, linking with signage to the existing nature trail coming in 
from the east of the Park. These paths should have natural benches and 
seating areas at appropriate points. Also trim trail activity points to be sighted 
to the side of this path. 
 

• Development of a new access point to the Park, providing car parking, cycle 
racks and develop a new entrance and signage welcoming you to the Park, 
providing the direct link across from the Nature Trail across Clyde Terrace. 

 

• Development of a natural wood play environment using the slope from the 
football pitch leading down,  with zip wires and slide to a dynamic natural 
adventure play environment. The play needs to provide a challenging 
environment using natural materials such as logs, stone and sand as the 
safety material. It is essential that any play equipment and design is 
developed along with the young people from the schools, so they can feel 
they have been part of developing the new play park. In respect of gaining 
any funding to support the play park funders  would expect to see the input 
from the outset of young people. The children have through this process 
clearly identified the types of adventure play equipment they would like to 
see. The final park environment should reflect the early workshops with the 
young people as it goes forward 

 

• The wetland area through the improved drainage needs to be enhanced 
improved and managed through regular ‘Friends’ days working with Council 
Rangers to keep the water clear and encourage the biodiversity to the area. 
The walkway to be extended to a board walk across this area to enable the 
wetland areas to be enjoyed to its fullest by the community.  

 

• Development of a bike track using the natural wooded and hill contour area to 
provide a challenging bike environment for young people. Pproviding a focal 
point for bike riding will contain the bikes to one area.  

 

• Signage and interpretation throughout the park using natural wood or stone to 
complement the overall approach should be developed to ensure users 
recognise the opportunities for wider walks and trails to the Clyde Valley, 
Bothwell Woods and the Nature Trail etc. These are all identified and the links 
between them shown in the drawing on the following page. 

 

• A further consideration should be the lighting for the Park which would need 
to be considered in terms of safety. The use of solar lighting may be one cost 
effective and sustainable solution. Use of light within the tree area is 
incorporated in many parks to provide an atmosphere and ambiance through 
the winter months.  

 

• One area for further discussion is dog walking and exercising. The Park is 
seen by many as a place used by ‘responsible dog owners’ compared to 
many other local greenspaces, such as the woodland and Nature Trail. 
Restricting dog exercising to a fenced area within the Park may become 
contentious; however, dog bins and signage would be essential as the Park 
will become undoubtedly busier. 
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By bringing the Park to life with well constructed walking routes, areas of interest to 
explore all seasons in the wetlands, trim trails for all generations a dynamic play 
environment alongside the events space and sports provision,  Wooddean Park will 
come back into the prominence at the  heart of theits community.    
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Wooddean Park Concept Master Plan 
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Technical assessment of the Park 
 
Topography 
 
The site slopes markedly on an NE/SW axis with the lowest point being the SW 
corner of the Park. A grass football pitch has been formed through cut and fill 
exercise at the north end of the park and the pitch is the only significant area of flat 
ground within the Park.  
 
 
Soils  
 
The OS Grid reference of the park is NS 269960,658400. As this is within the built up 
area of Bothwell the information gathered from soils maps is of limited value. 
 
The Park comprises a football pitch and general amenity grassland to the south. An 
area of rough grassland and wetland bounded by mature and semi-mature trees 
intersects the southern half of the Park at its lowest point. 
 
Hand augering was undertaken across the Park area to examine soils and hand 
texturing would indicate the soils to fall into the sandy clay loam/sandy loam 
classification. 
 
Whilst these soils have good nutrient holding capacity they are imperfectly drained as 
is evidenced by the wet nature of the ground conditions in the Park. 
 
 
Water Management 
 
The Park does not have an engineered drainage system and relies heavily on both 
the surface gradients and natural permeability of the site soils to drain surface water. 
Very few situations in the UK, even with the most free-draining of soils, can rely 
solely on the natural drainage characteristics of the soils to keep amenity grassland 
dry and useable all year round. 
 
With the limited permeability of the site soils it is no surprise to find the flat and lowest 
areas of the Park are collecting and holding surface water both at the surface and 
throughout the soil profile.  This has several implications for the management of the 
Park and also its accessibility and usability throughout the year as the ground is 
saturated for prolonged periods following inclement weather conditions. 
 
Maintenance of the grassland is problematic and the uneven nature of the grass 
surfaces and inconsistent grass cover is indicative of the saturated soils and limited 
ability to undertake routine maintenance operations regularly or consistently.  
 
It is also likely that the Park is receiving surface water from many peripheral areas 
such as surrounding roads and residential properties that are at a higher level. Again, 
with no engineered drainage system to collect or manage this surface water, this only 
leads to a further prolonging of water being held at the surface. 
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Ecology 
 
A phase 1 habitat survey (item outwith the scope of this report) and arboriculture 
impact assessment including tree survey should be undertaken prior to the 
commencement of works to ensure all measures have been taken to protect and 
enhance the existing wildlife habitats of the site. 
 
The site is bordered to the west by semi-natural broadleaved woodland, scrub and 
open grassland habitats. There is a range of grassland habitats within Wooddean 
Park itself including amenity grassland, unimproved neutral grassland, semi-
improved neutral grassland, wet grassland and scattered scrub.  The adjacent 
woodlands outwith the site are classified as semi-natural broadleaved woodland.   
 
The unimproved wet grassland and area of open scrub are the most valuable areas 
for wildlife and occur on the lower areas of the site.  
 
There are several pieces of legislation that offer protection to habitats and species in 
Scotland, and which must be considered with respect to any proposed development. 
(Conservation (Natural Habitats, &c.) Regulations 1994 as amended by The 
Conservation (Natural Habitats, &c.) Amendment (Scotland) Regulations 2007) 
 
These regulations list European Protected Species, which may not be deliberately or 
recklessly killed, injured or taken, which may not be disturbed while in a place of 
shelter and whose breeding and resting places may not be deliberately or recklessly 
damaged, destroyed or obstructed. Relevant species that occur in lowland parts of 
eastern Scotland are all bat species and Otter (Lutra lutra). 
 
The regulations also provide the legal basis for the protection of internationally 
important sites that are designated as Special Protection Areas (SPAs) for birds and 
Special Areas of Conservation (SACs) for habitats and other wildlife.  
 
The Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981 (as amended by the Nature Conservation 
(Scotland) Act 2004) 
 
Under this act it is an offence to take, kill or injure any species of bird, or to damage 
or take any bird’s eggs or nest (while in use). Particularly rare or vulnerable species 
are listed on Schedule 1 of the act; these are protected by special penalties and it is 
also an offence to disturb their nests. 
 
Schedule 5 of the Act lists other animal species that are protected from a range of 
threats including direct killing, injuring, trading, disturbance and destruction of 
breeding or resting sites. The extent of protection varies between species but of 
greatest relevance to planning authorities are those species whose places of shelter 
are protected from deliberate or reckless damage, destruction or obstruction and 
which are protected from disturbance while in such a place of shelter. These include 
the Red Squirrel (Sciurus vulgaris) and Water Vole (Arvicola amphibius). 
 
Schedule 8 of the Act lists plant species which are specially protected. The Act also 
provides the legal basis for the protection of nationally important sites that are 
designated as Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) 
 
Protection of Badgers Act 1992 
This act protects the Badger (Meles meles) and its breeding and resting sites from 
destruction or disturbance. 
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Biodiversity Duty and Scottish Planning Policy 
 
The Nature Conservation (Scotland) Act 2004 places a duty on all public bodies to 
further the conservation of biodiversity in the course of carrying out their functions. 
For a planning authority this might include considering the effects of a development 
on non-statutory designations such as priority species and habitats in local or 
national Biodiversity Action plans (BAPs). This wider consideration of biodiversity 
beyond the statutory requirements is also recommended under the Scottish Planning 
Policy (2010). 
 
 
Archaeology 
 
There are no known sites within the proposed development area.   
 
Outline Design Statement  
 
Enabling Works 
 
Following an initial appraisal of the Park it is clear that the single biggest issue 
affecting the accessibility and availability of the park for recreational use is drainage 
and providing a dry surface for Park users. 
 
There is little evidence of any engineered drainage and/or field drainage in the Park 
and the area of rough grassland and wetland intersecting the southern half of the 
park shows evidence of growing year on year as the area of grassland that can be 
safely maintained becomes smaller. 
 
We would recommend that consideration is given to developing a site wide drainage 
strategy that will ensure that the Park is accessible and available all year round to 
park users. This will typically require installation of a subsurface pipe network and 
more formalised management and development of wetlands and ponds in the lowest 
part of the site to assist in the control and discharge of water to the outlet. 
 
Access - Path & Cycle Networks 
 
The Park is well located to link with the core path networks. Internally no formal path 
network exists apart from some well-used routes that skirt along the driest parts of 
the park’s grassland. 
 
A more formal internal path network to provide dry and clean access through and 
around the Park would greatly enhance the opportunities to enjoy the park setting for 
the local community.  
 
A combination of hard and soft path networks linking access points and internal 
features such as woodland/wetland areas, sports pitch, play and picnic areas should 
be installed. This would open the entire Park to a number of Park user groups: 
 

• Walkers 

• Dog Walkers 

• Cyclists/BMX 

• Joggers & Running groups 

• Young Families 

• Picnic goers 
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Access – Car Parking & Cycle Racks 
 
A site adjacent to the Park off Clyde Terrace has been identified as both a potential 
main entrance/gateway to the Park and an area for car and bike parking. The area 
could be capable of supporting a maximum of around 20 car parking spaces and 
cycle racks. 
 
 
Sports Pitch 
 
The current sports pitch is un-drained and as such has limited availability for sports 
or other events and informal activities. We would propose that the pitch be upgraded 
to the sportscotland standard for club/recreational football which requires: 
 

• Installation of pipe drainage system 

• Re-cultivation, levelling and grass establishment of pitch surface 

• Installation of secondary drainage such as sand slits or gravel banding 

• New goalposts & nets 
 
 
Play Equipment 
 
At appropriate locations around the Park adventure play equipment can be installed. 
This may include but not be limited to the following: 
 

• Slide 

• Zip-wire 

• Monkey Bars 

• Treehouse 

• Climbing Frame 

• Spider Web 

• Trim Trail 
 
Landscaping 
 
The existing woodland bordering the site is mainly broad-leaved which will be 
reflected in any new planting.  Shrubs that provide winter berries for birds include 
hawthorn, holly and dogrose.  Sensitive tree planting will be undertaken throughout 
the park on small areas of scrub that currently exist amongst the grassland.   

 
Water & Wetland Management 
 
The development of the Park will change the hydrology of the site in the following 
ways: 
 

• There will be surface run off from buildings, car parks and access paths 

• There will be new drainage tracks to collect and remove surface water 

• There will be new cultivation and draining of the sports pitch area 

• There will be new tree and shrub planting 
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These changes can all be contained and will have no detrimental effect on the 
hydrology of the local area.  Special consideration will be given to surface water run 
off by use of Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems and Best Management Practices.   
 
As identified previously, a major issue to overcome on site is the existing poor 
drainage. A site wide drainage strategy should be developed and an indicative 
drainage plan is shown on the following page. 
 
The main amenity areas of the Park would be drained via a subsurface pipe network 
and water collected and discharged into a series of wetlands and ponds enhancing 
the current wetland area of the Park. The creation of ponds will allow for an increase 
in the diversity of insect species on site at present.  A large range of insects such as 
dragonflies and damselflies use ponds as places to live and breed.  They lay their 
eggs in ponds and the larval stage is spent in the water, with emergent vegetation 
used as they transfer from aquatic to flying organisms.   

 
The nearest major watercourse is the River Clyde and dye testing indicates that the 
water from Wooddean Park reaches the River Clyde via a connecting water course 
identified in land immediately west of the Park. In order to minimise flood risk and 
designed following SUDS principles we would intend that a series of interconnected 
ponds and wetland would be used to collect, store, treat and discharge surface water 
from the site in a controlled manner to the satisfaction of SEPA, Scottish Water and 
the local authority.  
 
Drainage Plan 
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Maintenance 
 
It would be the intention that any design for the Park is sustainable and does not 
impose a significant maintenance burden on the occupier. 
 
Investment in site drainage and access paths should ensure that the grassland areas 
can be maintained efficiently and are not subject to undue wear and tear through 
foot/vehicle/cycle traffic. 
 
Hard surfaces will be finished seamlessly with soft edges to allow for mowing and 
any slopes shall be graded to allow ride on mowers to safely operate (generally no 
greater than a 1 in 5 slope). 
 
Woodland will be subject to a management plan and any trees posing a health and 
safety hazard will be identified by the tree survey and should be treated or removed 
accordingly. 
 
The site drainage system will require checking and periodic maintenance but the 
likely gradients of the main pipes will ensure that any silting will be minimal and any 
plant life proposed for in or around the ponds will be subject to low or annual 
maintenance only. 
 
All play equipment should be maintained to the manufacturer’s instructions to ensure 
the validity of any warranty. 
 
 
Initial cost estimates for works identified in the Brief and layout drawing on 
page 33. 
 

Item Description Cost ex VAT 
1 Site Clearance & Preparation – includes for removal of vegetation 

and down takings required to enable the works. 
 

£12,000.00 

2 Earthworks & Drainage – including all soiling works, upgrading of 
sports pitch, bike track, site-wide pipe drainage and water features. 
SUDS development. 
 

£192,000.00 

3 Landscaping – including all Grass Seeding, Tree Planting, Wetland 
Planting & Establishment required to landscape the park.  
 

£72,000.00 

4 Equipment – Sports and Play Equipment.  
 

£150,000.00 

5 Hard Landscaping – includes all access paths, cycle ways, 
boardwalks, terracing, car parking and bike racks. 
 

£117,000.00 

6 Maintenance (1
st
 year only) 

 
£20,000.00 

 Total ex VAT £563,000.00 
 
 
The cost provided is indicative and are comparable to other park developments. The 
major cost is drainage; however the drainage works themselves will provide earth for 
shaping other parts of the park, such as the walkways and bike tracks, which would 
otherwise need to be imported. 
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Funders will require the ongoing maintenance to be considered and thought through 
as part of any proposals made to them. This can actually be covered by voluntary 
efforts  and local fundraising, if the Friends Group are seem by their community as a 
major project, and fully get behind them. 
 
 
 
Next Steps: 
 
Prior to any further detailed design work being undertaken a number of more detailed 
investigations and surveys should be commissioned: 
 

• Phase 1 Habitat Survey (£1,250.00)* 

• Tree Survey & Arboriculture Impact Assessment (£1,500.00)* 

• Topographic Survey (£600.00)* 

• Drainage Survey (£750.00)* 
 
*estimated costs 
 
Upon completion of the above we would recommend that designs and specifications 
be developed in sufficient detail to submit an application to the local planning 
authority to gain approval for the site development and obtain quotes from suitable 
contractors for the works. 
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7. Management and Funding Implications 
 
To enable a project such as this to move forward, unless it has been a strategically 
identified Capital project by a Local Authority, groups such as ‘Friends of the Park’ 
are often formed. These Groups lead the project from the outset and often comprise 
of neighbours or parents groups who are wanting to improve or retain existing 
provision which might be under threat. 
 
This project has been led by Bothwell Community Council who have identified 
Wooddean Park as an area of Bothwell which needs to be ’brought back into life’ and 
given its opportunity to reach its full potential as the only park in Bothwell village.  
 
The research has identified Bothwell has several keen greenspace organisations with 
volunteers who have worked tirelessly in Bothwell to create the very attractive 
environment it currently has. Brighter Bothwell were formed to lead and develop 
projects and to enable Bothwell to compete in Scotland in Bloom and other 
greenspace awards. 
 
Projects such as the Annual Scarecrow Festival and the Community Garden have 
become very successful initiatives and broadened the volunteer network and interest 
across Bothwell. 
 
We would recommend that the Community Council establish a new Group such as 
the ‘Friends of Wooddean Park’ to take the project forward.  This Group should aim 
to attract experienced and new volunteers.  
 
Whilst the consultation has gained much support from the community there has not 
been any specific group or group of individuals who have identified themselves as 
being potential champions for the project. 
 
We would suggest a community meeting now take place to gain support from the 
wider community and ask for groups and individuals to come forward and get 
involved. We recommend that this should include both Parent Councils and PTA 
Groups along with some of the already established voluntary organisations.  
 
In respect of management going forward, SLC will need to be very involved and this 
will be through the Greenspace Manager who currently supports other ‘Friends’ 
Groups and there have been some success stories throughout the area where these 
groups have been the catalyst for real change in their local park. 
 
Organisations such as Greenspace Scotland who have developed  the ‘Greenspace 
Network’ and have recently developed ‘My Park Scotland’, are direct support 
mechanisms for a new group to link into to meet other volunteers such as 
themselves.  
 
The key to taking on a project such as this for volunteers is making them  feel they 
are supported and they have others to talk to and network with who have taken 
projects such as this forward.  
 
Options for funding projects such as this depend on different legal structures being 
put in place for the development of a park. Some funders will fund a ‘Friends’ Group 
for improving the park with it still being in the ownership of a Local Authority, whilst 
others will require a lease arrangement to be in place.  
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We would recommend that the Community Council work closely with the Council 
Greenspace Manager to establish the most appropriate way forward for helping them 
access funds based on the experience of other organisations in South Lanarkshire.  
 
In taking forward the project, the Community Council must recognise the strategic 
links there are around it and the impact the project could have on the health and well 
being and potentially wider economic impact for the community. Linking into 
organisations such as the David Livingston Centre £8m bid, SNH Bothwell and 
Blantyre Wood project, the Core Path Network and the Clyde Valley Walkway 
extension and improvements mean that wider funding opportunities may exist if 
Wooddean can be positioned as an important ‘honey pot’ destination linked to  those 
proposals. 
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8. Recommended way forward 
 
To enable the Community Council to take this exciting project forward we 
recommend the following actions: 
 

1. Undertake a community consultation day, where the designs from the young 
people as well as those developed by PMR Leisure and SAC should be on 
display. The aim of this event, which needs to be well publicised through the 
Schools and community groups, is to gain ratification and confirmation that 
the final designs reflect the consultation process and ask people to come 
forward to support taking the project forward. 

 
2. Meet with South Lanarkshire Council, particularly Gerry Campbell and 

Malcolm Muir, to discuss how they can support the project going forward in 
Officer terms’ and financial terms. 

 
3. Engage with the SNH and those involved with the Bothwell Woodland project 

within the Council, to ensure the wider implications of the project are 
recognised. 

 
4. Engage with The National Trust regarding the David Livingston Centre £8m 

development and how Wooddean Park, and the wider Bothwell environment 
can become connected as an asset to the wider project in attracting visitors.  

 
5. Develop the project going forward as a ‘hub’ connecting different parts of the 

village particularly the Nature Trail and the Schools. Work with the Head 
Teachers and SLC to explore the opening up of the MUGA’s at the two 
primary schools, particularly at Bothwell Primary School for youngsters to use 
in the evenings. It may be appropriate to investigate the replacement of the 
surface at Bothwell Primary School to encourage safer and more frequent use 
of the asset as part of this wider project.  

 
6. Develop an appropriate body to drive the project forward, such as a ‘Friends 

of Wooddean Park’ ensuring the experience and knowledge of individuals 
involved in fundraising is utilised to its upmost. This group needs to involve 
parents of the children at the Primary Schools and this can be developed 
through working with the PTA and Parent Councils from both Schools. 

 
7. Engage with the Greenspace Scotland Network who can provide a wider 

network of support and help with the project going forward. They can help 
with funding advice and suggest similar projects and organisations to consult 
with. 

 
This project will be need to be taken forward in phases but it is important to establish 
the overall vision and take forward achievable elements one at a time and keep the 
community fully informed and engaged throughout the project journey. 
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Appendices 
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Valuable resources for Wooddean Park, future development 
 
 
Parks  
 
CABE Space 
http://www.designcouncil.org.uk 
 
It’s Our Space, A guide for community groups working to improve public space – This 
document takes community groups from start to finish in developing a park project 
and all the pit falls that come with it.  
 
Making the invisible visible: the real value of park assets – providing an 
understanding of the value of park and greenspace assets and helping communities 
make the case for park improvements. 
 
The Value of Public Spaces - How high quality parks and public spaces create 
economic, social and environmental value - excellent document bringing the real 
value in parks to everyday aspects of life and well being. 
 
 
NESTA 
Rethinking Parks 2013 – radical new document, highlighting the opportunities and 
sustainable ways to develop parks. Seen as a blueprint for the future. 
 
 
Green Flag Awards 
http://greenflagaward.org/ 
 
Raising the Standard- The Green Flag Award Guidance Manual 2009 
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Heritage Lottery Fund 
State of UK Public Parks 2014 
 
Major report on the changing state of public parks following on from the NESTA 
Report, concluded the following solution for UK’s parks in the future. 

 
 
Greenspace 
 
Greenspace Scotland 
www.Greenspacescotland.org.uk 
 
 
Greenspace Scotland and Scottish Natural Heritage, Developing Open Space 
Standards Guidance and Framework June 2013 - 
 
Greenspace Scotland, NHS Scotland and Scottish Natural Heritage Greenspace and 
Health Outcomes Framework 
 
Greenspace Scotland Research Report Transforming Urban Spaces 2008 

 

My Park Scotland 

MyParkScotland is an exciting new project which will help people discover and 
support their local parks. The web-based platform combines elements of 
crowdfunding, for individual and business giving to support parks and parks projects, 
with an investment strategy to develop longer term sustainability and endowment 
funds. It will also be your first port of call if you’re looking to find your local park and 
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what’s on through the interactive hub which provides information about park events, 
facilities and activities. 

MyParkScotland is one of 11 UK ‘park trailblazers’ in the Rethinking Parks 
programme. Funded by Nesta, the Heritage Lottery Fund and the Big Lottery Fund, 
the £1million Rethinking Parks programme is supporting the most innovative and 
promising new business models to enable our parks to thrive for the next century. 

greenspace scotland is initially developing MyParkScotland in partnership with the 
City of Edinburgh and Glasgow City Councils, Future Cities and the Edinburgh 
Friends Forum.  Longer term, the intention is to extend it across Scotland and we’ve 
already had positive interest from a number of other areas.  

 
 

Fields in Trust Scotland 
www.fieldsintrust.org 
 
Fields in Trust Scotland helps communities identify and protect greenspaces and 
develop them for community use. Membership is available for community groups for 
£50 to gain discounts’ competitions, Regional newsletters, monthly e-zines, Field 
Management Tool Kit. 
 
Fields in Trust contact is Colin Rennie, you can contact him on – 10382 817 427, 
07852 938 740 or on colin.rennie@fieldsintrust.org 
 
They publish 3 very useful community friendly documents: 
 
The Planning Process and a Ten Step Guide to Campaigning 

Managing existing outdoor recreation spaces and facilities 

Protecting spaces and facilities for outdoor recreation 

 
Play 

 
Play Scotland 
www.playscotland.org.uk 

 
Start young stay active – childhood physical literacy report 
 
Tackling Scotland’s physical activity, a coordinated approach – by UK All Party 
Commission 
 
Play Strategy for Scotland Our Action Plan 2013 

 
 
South Lanarkshire Council 
 
South Lanarkshire Council SEA Environmental Statement Greenspace Strategy 2010 
 
South Lanarkshire Biodiversity Strategy 2010-2015 
 
Stronger Together, Community Plan for South Lanarkshire 2010 
 
Connect South Lanarkshire Council Plan 2012-2017 
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Proposed South Lanarkshire Local Development Plan 2013 

 
 
Walking and cycling 

 
The Clyde Walkway Cambuslang to Strathclyde County Park 
 
Paths for All 
www.Pathsforall.org.uk 
 
The Paths for All Partnership, Creating a path network- a guide to local action 
Good organisation supporting local voluntary initiatives. 
 
 
Local organisations 
 
Brighter Bothwell - Beautiful Scotland Portfolio 2013 
 
 
Central Green Scotland Network 
http://www.csgnt.org.uk 
 
This organisation supports the development of Central Scotland’s greenspace and 
provides resources and support for community and Local Authority projects and 
particularly has the ability to provide Project Management. They are currently involve 
in the David Livingston Centre project and the Bothwell Park Access Study (North 
Lanarkshire).  
 
The CGSN Forum is on the 2nd of June 2015 and maybe of interest to the group. 
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Funding opportunities  
 
Funding opportunities do exist for projects of this nature and are available to 
community organisations and Local Authorities to help them develop small scale and 
some larger scale projects. Examples of funding available are: 

South Lanarkshire Council – variety of capital and revenue, if you can gain Council 
Officer support from their capital programme. Funding Officer Melvine Millar Tel 
01698 455 927.  

Online funding search 

http://www.open4community.info/south_lanarkshire/default.aspx 

 

• Planning Gain from housing developments  
 

• Landfill Tax funding – this has recently changed and is under the control of 
SEPA.  

 

• Viridor Credits – from June 2015 a new fund will be launched and money will 
be available for South Lanarkshire projects in certain areas which do include 
Bothwell. 

 

• Land Trust - administer Patterson’s landfill tax, contacts Seven Reece money 
is available for the next 2 years and needs to be spent within this time. 
Advices us to fill out a note of interest form. Their money can be paid to South 
Lanarkshire Council if the ‘Friends Group’ don’t have a lease for the Park.  

 

• Greenspace Scotland – database of funders for parks. 
 

• Lottery funding – new Big Lottery Fund strategy to be released, which may 
have elements to support the project. 

 

• Inspiring Scotland – play projects supported but again changing policies and 
timelines need to be monitored. 

 
 
 

 


